Judges’ Newsletter - March 2018
Hello Everyone
Well, the Judges Forum in Brisbane has been run again after a break of a few years.
The positive feedback and response was incredible.
The day would not have been anywhere near as successful had there not been so many
Judges and Understudies there. To those who could attend (there were more than forty
present) thanks again for coming and making the day the success it was.
My thanks to all the members of the Judges Executive who organised the speakers
and handled the logistics on the day.

Photos above from Bob Britcher.

Information from the Guest Presenters will be provided in the next newsletter – this one
will concentrate on our Forum feedback.

iPhone panorama from Fran McFadzen
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Some interesting things from the Forum discussion:
Feedback on the Judges Forum at the last PSQ Barbeque in Brisbane was that it turned
into a bit of a venge-fest as some members of clubs used it as an opportunity to criticise
the Judges.
After discussion of pros and cons of the day, a vote was taken, and it was decided to
separate the forum from the barbeque so that everyone attending could enjoy socialising
and capturing some images.
As discussion in the open forum went on in the afternoon it was clear that Judges would
appreciate access to further interaction and “training”.
A brainstorming session to identify possible subjects on this line ascertained that such
training could not be completed within the single day of the Judges Forum. It was
suggested that another day be put aside later in the year and a “Judges Training Day” be
held.
Everyone present was in favour of holding this on the day after the PSQ Barbeque.
This would allow those who were travelling to stay overnight and enjoy a full weekend of
activity. The “Training Day” may not necessarily need to be held at the same venue as the
PSQ Barbeque. (Possibly at the Chermside Library again?)
Separation of the forum from the barbeque, and the additional day of training were raised
at the PSQ Committee Meeting on 18 March, and both were voted on and approved.

Photos above from Bob Britcher.

So, the possible program for the next “Training Day” following the PSQ BBQ has an awful
lot of suggestions and good ideas.

Notes from the open forum, thanks to Robert Cullen.
1. When club judging, view images “emotionally” as a priority.
2. At future Judges Forums - ask participants to bring some sample prints for
discussion by the group.
3. Look for “Emotion” in images. “Feelings” first then “technical”.
4. Conduct a “Panel Judging” at a forum for a critique demonstration.
5. Have small group discussions around print critique or topical genre subjects.
6. Invite Forum Speakers - for example, a teacher to illustrate differing presentation
styles.
7. Update judges on emerging electronic technologies such as phone photo
manipulation software, voice recording, etc - Promote knowledge and use if
appropriate.
8. Discuss specialised photo techniques - Phones as cameras, etc.
9. Discuss special categories of photography. Contemporary, Creative, etc.
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10. Judge images “as they are presented” ie. Place little emphasis on mount, size, etc.
11. Accept that judges have a diversity of opinions, and often a challenge of time when
judging.
12. Promote training in oral presentation. Invite speakers from Toast Masters, etc.
13. Explore types of recording for remote judging - Varies on a case-by-case situation.
14. Recording critiques or commenting - Speak from your knowledge and not from
written notes.
15. Offer a short ‘Talk’ or ‘Lecture’ when invited to a Club judging.
16. Discuss problems with competitions or judging that uses websites because of
limitation to viewing and varying controls and format.
17. Suggest that Judges show or present some of their own images at a meeting.
18. Try a “Comparative judging” demo with two judges looking at the same images.
19. Training days to include USJs.
20. Try a critique of the critiques.
21. Request thatr Judges email additional comments or suggestions.
Please review the list above and let us know what you would like as a priority
for inclusion in the November forum. Email your top five (using the
corresponding number) to - John Blessas jb@mky.net.au 0428 495 929

Photos above from Bob Britcher.

Some important subjects that we would like feedback on.
The PSQ Judges Honour Roll.
We have a lot of Judges who either are no longer active or who are judging competitions
at a much higher level (hopefully). An Honour Roll will be put on the PSQ website so that
these Judges will not simply be forgotten. As we have no history to fall back on we need
your help with this.
Do you know of anyone who is no longer judging, either retired or passed on?
Please let us know with as much information as you have on them.
Email to jb@mky.net.au
New Understudy Judges.
Please take the time to look at prospective club members who you consider would become
competent Judges. Possibly involve them in some judging and see if they would consider
becoming an Understudy Judge.
PSQ Judges Facebook Page
Many present were unaware of the existence of this group. In FaceBook, search for PSQ
Judging Group and ask to join. There are plans for the group to be closed and accessible
only to PSQ judges so that secret judges’ business can be discussed there…
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Presentation.
Ben Stoffl presented PSQ Associate Certificates to Maureen Carthy, Sue Gordon and Fran
McFadzen during the Forum. Cameras sadly missed Maureen’s presentation.

Photos above from Wendy Geddes.

Missing Judges Certificates and Badges.
It appears that there may be some Judges who were not issued either their certificate of
appointment or their badge. If you did not originally receive either/both of these, please let
me know.
I would need to know, if possible, the PSQ President and the Chair of the Judges’
Executive as well as the date of your appointment. We can then provide you with your
badge or certificate.
Replacement Certificates and Badges.
If you have lost your certificate or badge,
these are available to you at cost plus
postage. Badges $15. Certificates $10.
Note that PSQ Committee has decided
that only the Judges’ name, Accredited
Judge and PSQA will be engraved on the
PSQ issued badge.

All new and replacement badges will be
in this format.

Newsletter Content and Feedback.
Please take the time to give us your thoughts and feedback on the mass of information in
this newsletter.
If you can make a contribution to our newsletter, please send it to me.
Thanks
John Blessas
for the Judges Executive
Photographic Society of Queensland
jb@mky.net.au 0428 495 929
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